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Review Article

Lift generation: Some  
misconceptions and truths  
about Lift

ABSTRACT

Introduction

When the World War II (WWII) Lancaster bomber 
flew over Buckingham Palace on the day of the 
Diamond Jubilee celebrations, many of those 
watching may have asked themselves how such 
a large aircraft, moving so slowly, could possibly 
stay up in the air. Children probably thought that 
the plane was “leaning” on its wings, whereas the 
Bernoulli Principle[1] most likely sprang to the minds 
of those with some General Certificate of Secondary 
Education (GCSE) (or higher) Physics background. 
Both categories were probably satisfied with their 
own explanation, as well as the Jubilee celebrations. 
But were they right?

Some common misconceptions
To maintain an aircraft in the air during steady and 
level flight, an upward force must be produced to 
support its weight. Such force is commonly known 
as lift. So, while it is true that lift can be generally 
described as an upward force at right angles to the 
direction of motion,[2] many contradictory theories 

have been developed about the possible ways 
through which lift is generated and the debate still 
remains widely open.

Lift is generated by a difference in pressure between 
the upper and the lower part of the wing, but the 
two common beliefs of why this is so are generally 
wrong. The first is an assumption that the difference 
in distance that particles have to travel on the upper 
and lower surface of a wing will lead to a difference in 
velocity as particles are assumed to “meet up” again 
at the trailing edge (i.e., they take the same time to 
travel different distances). The second relates to the 
Bernoulli’s principle, which states that a change in 
speed requires a change in pressure, which in turn 
generates lift.[1]

The first misconception relates to the “equal time” 
argument. Particles within an airflow splitting at the 
leading edge are believed to then meet up again at 
the trailing edge [Figure 1]: Since the upper surface 
is curved, particles traveling along it must travel 
a greater distance and, therefore, travel faster to 
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“keep up” and “make it”. What is wrong with this 
argument is the belief that the difference in velocity 
is due to the fact that particles on the upper surface 
travel a longer distance than particles on the lower 
surface, taking the same time to do so. Babinsky 
(2003) showed through an experiment,[3] in which an 
aerofoil was immersed in a flow and smoke particles 
were injected, that particles do not “meet up” at the 
trailing edge [Figure 2].

Another proof that the difference in the distance 
traveled is not what generates lift is the way sails 
work; the distance traveled by particles moving along 
the outer and the inner surface is the same, but lift is 
still generated [Figure 3].[4] The “same time/greater 
distance” argument is, therefore, wrong.

The second misconception derives from a faulty 
application of the Bernoulli’s principle, i.e., that it is 
the change in the velocities of particles that generates 
a difference in pressure, which in turn creates lift.

This misconception is based on the observation that 
if we blow along the upper surface of a curved sheet 
of paper [Figure 4], it will lift upwards. Hence, it is 
assumed that the velocity of the air particles flowing 
along the upper surface (blown air) is greater than 
the velocity of the particles under the sheet of paper 
(undisturbed air) and consequently, because of the 
relationship described in Bernoulli’s equation, the 
change in speed generates a change in pressure, 

which leads to lift. However, if we blow down the side 
of a sheet of paper hanging vertically [Figure 5], no 
lift will be generated, thus demonstrating that it is not 
the difference in velocity that causes lift.

The reason why the Bernoulli Principle is often thought 
of as being the main cause of lift is that Bernoulli’s 
relationship can be used to calculate the lift force on 
an aerofoil. However, this is not sufficient for it to be 
considered the cause of lift itself, as it doesn’t explain 
whether it is the velocity difference that causes the 
difference in pressure or whether it is the difference 
in pressure between the upper and the lower surface 
of the airfoil that causes the difference in velocity.

The “Truth” About Bernoulli and 
Some Truths About Lift

Underlying assumptions
The key to understanding fluid flow around an object 
is examining the forces acting on individual fluid 
particles (this term refers to a very small but finite 
volume of the fluid, not individual molecules) and 
applying Newton’s laws of motion.[5]

There are some basic assumptions we need to make 
before we can start analysing fluid motion:
•	 	We neglect most forces acting on a fluid particle 

such as surface tension and gravity: The only 
relevant forces are pressure and friction but at 
this stage friction can also be neglected as it 
is relevant only in a small region close to solid 
surfaces (the boundary layer).

•	 The flow has to be steady.

By analyzing the forces acting on the particle and by 
applying Newton’s second law (the resulting force 
acting on a body causes acceleration) we can derive 
the laws governing fluid motion.

Figure 2: Smoke particles flowing along a lifting aerofoil section [Available from: Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 1: A diagram of the main characteristics of an aerofoil [Available 
from: http://www.dreesecode.com/primer/airfoil2.html]
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Bernoulli’s Equation

We now imagine a fluid particle traveling in a 
straight line as shown in Figure 6 (it is often 
overlooked that Bernoulli’s equation[6] applies 
only along a straight line) where v is the direction 
of motion: If the particle is in a region of varying 
pressure and if the particle has finite size ‘l’ then the 
front of the particle will be experiencing a different 
pressure from the rear. If the pressure is greater at 
the back, then the object will experience a positive 
net force and, as stated in Newton’s second law, 
the object will accelerate and the particle’s velocity 
will increase as it moves along the streamline. 
Conversely, if the pressure increases at the front, 
then the particle will decelerate.

This means that if the pressure drops along the 
streamline, the velocity increases and vice versa 
(this is the real significance of Bernoulli’s equation).

Lift

The simple experiment we referred to in Figures 4 and 5, 
which often leads to the second misconception we 

discussed in the initial part of this paper, can also 
provide us with a hint of how the difference in 
pressure and, therefore, lift is generated. The fact that 
no lift is generated if we blow down a sheet of paper 
which is hanging vertically, and that if we hold that 
same sheet of paper at an angle and blow along its 
upper surface, it will lift, would suggest that lift has 
something to do with curvature.

If we now look at a particle traveling at a constant velocity 
along a curved streamline, we should agree that there 
has to be a centripetal force acting at a normal to the 
direction of motion to keep such particle along its path 
[Figure 7]. This force can only arise from pressure 
differences, which implies that the pressure on one side 
is greater than the on the other. 

If a streamline is curved, there must then be a 
pressure gradient across the streamline, with 
the pressure increasing away from the centre of 
curvature. (Note: The pressure gradient is the “rate 
of decrease of pressure in space at a fixed time 
or it is simply the magnitude of the gradient of the 
pressure field”).[7]

Figure 3: Flow along the cross section of a sail [Available from: Available 
from: Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 4: Paper lifts when air is blown along its upper surface [Available 
from: Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 5: A straight piece of paper doesn’t move when air  is blown 
along one side [Available from: Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys 
Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 6: Fluid particle traveling along a straight line [Available from: 
Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]
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We can now apply this theory on aerofoils to explain 
lift.

By looking at Figure 8, at point A the air is undisturbed 
and hence the streamlines are parallel: This implies 
that the pressure is atmospheric. As we move 
perpendicularly to the streamlines from A towards 
the aerofoil surface, the curvature of the streamlines 
increases and hence there must be a pressure 
gradient across the streamlines. From the direction 
of curvature, we can deduce that the pressure drops 
as we move downwards. Therefore, the pressure 
at A is greater than the pressure at B (pAtm > pB). 
Similarly, at point C the air is also undisturbed and 
consequently the streamlines are parallel, implying 
that at point C the pressure is atmospheric too. If 
we now move from C to D, we will notice that the 
curvature of the streamline increases: This time the 
pressure increases as we approach the aerofoil 
surface (pAtm < pD).

Hence, pD> pAtm > pB: The pressure at D is greater 
than the pressure at B (pD > pB): This generates 
a resultant pressure force on the aerofoil, acting 
upwards, i.e., lift.

We can draw an interesting conclusion, which is 
empirically supported by the very simple experiment 
involving the sheet of paper that we mentioned 
above: Any shape that introduces a curvature into 
a flow field generates a difference in pressure and, 
therefore, lift. Hence, the greater the curvature, the 
greater the lift generated.

By looking at Figure 9, the angle of attack can be 
increased until it gets to the point where the flow is 
no longer capable of following the curvature of the 
surface. In this case, the flow separates from the 
surface and the lift effect ceases: This phenomenon 
is known as stall.

We can conclude that in the end all in the crowd 
watching the Lancaster bomber fly over Buckingham 
Palace were right; the children thinking the bomber 
was “leaning” on its wings were correct because 
there was an upward force “pushing” the plane up 
from underneath its wings; and the adults with a 
Physics GCSE (or higher) background were also 
correct, because there was an upward force “lifting” 
the plane’s wings. Although, of course, both were 
“wrong”, because for lift to occur the two must go 
together.

Figure 9: How stall arises [Available from: Babinsky H. How do wings 
work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 7: Fluid particle along a curved streamline at constant velocity 
[Available from: Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]

Figure 8:  Streamlines around a  lifting  curved plate  [Available  from: 
Babinsky H. How do wings work? Phys Educ 2003;38:497]
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